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ABSTRACT
Four major search engines, Google in particular, hold a unique posi-

tion in enabling the use of the Internet, as they alone direct over 98%

of Internet users to the content they seek, using proprietary indices.

While the contribution of these companies is undeniable, their de-

sign is necessarily affected by their economic interests, which may

or may not align with those of the users, raising concerns regard-

ing their effect on the availability of information around the globe.

While multiple academic and commercial projects aimed to distrib-

ute and democratize the Web search, they failed to gain much trac-

tion, mostly due to inferior results and lack of incentives for partic-

ipation. In this paper, we show how complex networking-intensive

tasks can be crowdsourced using Bitcoin’s incentive model. We

present Webcoin, a novel distributed digital-currency which uti-

lizes networking resources rather then computational, and can only

be mined through Web indexing. Webcoin provides both the incen-

tives and the means to create Google-scale indices, freely available

to competing services and the public. Webcoin’s design overcomes

numerous unique challenges, such as index verification, scalability,

and nodes’ ability to actively manipulate webpages. We deploy

200 fully-functioning Webcoin nodes and demonstrate their low

bandwidth requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Networking tasks, such as Web crawling, webpage scraping, Web

indexing, routing measurements, as well as latency and bandwidth

measurements, are required by CDNs, cloud services, search en-

gines, ISPs, and researchers. Traditionally, networking tasks are

considered difficult to perform and hard to estimate, since their

results depend heavily on an observer’s network characteristics. At

the same time, incentivizing users to leverage their positions in the

network to perform these networking tasks remains a challenging

open problem. In this paper we provide an alternative and compre-

hensive solution to this problem; namely, we show how Bitcoin’s

incentive model can be used to crowdsource complex networking

tasks. Considering the large space of networking tasks which can

be outsourced, we necessarily limit ourselves to one particular sub-

problem in this domain, and focus on continuous Web indexing,
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a necessary step to enable Web search, and arguably first among

these networking tasks, in terms of real-world influence.

The Web search market, for both mobile and desktop clients, is

extremely consolidated and dominated by Google, which holds a

share of over three-quarters of the market [16]. Furthermore, the

4 largest search engines, Google, Bing, Baidu and Yahoo, together

control over 98% of the market. Each one of these search engines

maintains an index of the Internet’s webpages and their content

in order to return appropriate responses to their clients’ queries.

Google, which research had shown to hold the largest index, main-

tains an index of approximately 46.5 billion webpages [24, 26].

One of the key barriers that hinders the proliferation of a larger

number of search engines is the daunting, multi-billion-dollar-

worth task of crawling and indexing the exabyte-scale Web space
1
.

Hence, this task is carried out by a small number of powerful players

capable of committing substantial resources to conduct continuous

24/7 Web crawling and indexing. Despite efforts to democratize this

space, i.e., promote the use of distributed, objective and unbiased

index instead, e.g., [7, 9, 14, 53], the use of such distributed systems

had not become common. This is mostly due to inferior results

associated with small Web indices used by such systems, induced

by the lack of economic incentives for participation in distributed

Web crawling, or due to the small-scale nature of the communities

of users interested in collaborative Web indexing.

In this paper we design Webcoin, a novel distributed digital

currency which crowdsources networking tasks. Specifically, Web-

coin rewards Web crawling, scraping, and indexing, by producing
money, for those who participate in these tasks. Systems with a sim-

ilar economic model, which produce money for participation, had

already been successfully implemented and are gaining traction.

For example, Steem [13] rewards users with money for the blogs,

posts, comments and other social media content they produce, and

has a market cap of over 300 million USD. However, Webcoin’s

novelty, focus, and unique contribution lies in being the first to

incentivize networking tasks, rather than computational tasks or

personal content, to produce Google-scale Web indices within days.
The starting point in designing Webcoin is Bitcoin [48], the first

peer-to-peer currency to gain considerable traction globally. Bitcoin

is a mechanism to maintain and update a ledger of transactions in a

distributed manner. Its security and integrity are achieved through

a process called mining, where every node (miner) conducts inten-
sive computations in an attempt to add a valid block of transactions

to the ledger. To incentivize mining, each block produces new Bit-

coins which are awarded to its creator, an incentivizing mechanism

whichWebcoin utilizes to perform non-computational tasks. Unlike

Webcoin, which aims to democratize the search engine industry,

the unparalleled computation power involved in Bitcoin mining,

currently at 15–20 exahashes per second, serves no other purpose

beyond Bitcoin. For comparison, Bitcoin is currently consuming

1
as disclosed to us by an executive of a major search engine
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roughly 43.7TWh annually, similarly to Hong Kong’s annual en-

ergy consumption [3].

Webcoin’s goal is to utilize Bitcoin’s principles, yet force min-

ers to crawl and index the Web instead of conducting purposeless

computations. However, whereas creating a valid Bitcoin block

is computationally hard, and thus the production of such a block

is a proof-of-work of the computational resources invested, it is

challenging to use the content of indexed webpages as a proof-of-

work, while providing the same security guarantees as Bitcoin. This

is because both legitimate and fraudulent webpages are suscepti-

ble to manipulation. To overcome this challenge, we decouple the

webpage indexing proof-of-work from the nodes’ success, remod-

eling it as a necessary but insufficient requirement for successful

Webcoin mining. We thus remove any incentive for miners to ma-

nipulate webpages, as such efforts will not affect their chances to
be rewarded.

A secondmajor challenge inWebcoin’s design is the requirement

for Web indices to be collected from all Webcoin miners, not only

from the few which successfully mined a Webcoin block. Unlike

Bitcoin, where only the miner which had successfully mined a new

block publishes it, Webcoin must force every single Webcoin miner

to publish its index, so that the entire product of the indexing effort

is made available to all. We accomplish this by requiring miners to

publish a hash of their Web index as a way to qualify for mining

Webcoin, and to upload their compressed Web index to ensure their

competitiveness.

The third challenge is associated with Web index validation, i.e.,
how do we ensure that the Web indices submitted by miners are

accurate? Contrary to Bitcoin, where a proof-of-work validation

lasts several nanoseconds, validating all indices does not scale. We

thus provide a mechanism that incentivizes miners to submit valid

Web indices. In particular, once a miner mines a new Webcoin, its

webpage indexing proof-of-work is validated. As a result, while

only a small fraction of submitted indices is actually verified, the

scheme ensures that nodes have no chance of winning Webcoins if

they do not properly index the Web. This guarantees the validity

of the Web index collectively produced by the miners.

Our main contributions are the following:

• We present a novel primitive to incentivize the crowdsourc-

ing of complex networking tasks.

• We present the first digital currency to enable and incentivize

the distributed creation of a verifiable Google-scale Web

indexing.

• We present the first digital currency to utilize networking
resources for its mining process, rather than processing,

memory, or storage resources.

• We detail the key challenges of migrating cryptographic

mining primitives to the networking domain, and provide

novel techniques to address them.

• We deploy a network of 200 fully-functioningWebcoin nodes

to analyze and prove their practicality and scalability. We

release the Webcoin source code.

• While it is possible for resource-rich entities to amass re-

sources (e.g., acquire a large number of IPs) to participate in

Webcoin’s mining, they do not jeopardize Webcoin’s secu-

rity model (see Section 5).

We note that the creation of a competitive real-world search

engine requires significant amounts of additional work, in fields

ranging from Human-Computer Interaction to Information Re-

trieval. However, we argue that no such additional work cannot

begin without an access to a global Web index, which is limited

today to the employees of the largest search engines. We further

note that reviewing all technical aspects of a crypto-currency de-

signed for a new domain exceeds the scope of this paper. Our goal

is thus to present the principals which enable and incentivize the

crowdsourcing of networking tasks, rather than to review all of

Webcoin’s underlying low-level details.

2 FROM BITCOIN TOWEBCOIN
2.1 Bitcoin’s Principles
Bitcoin [21, 48] is the first crypto-currency to gain considerable

traction globally, with a market capitalization of over 100 billion

USD. While other crypto-currencies exist, and more are suggested

by academia, in general they each offer an incremental variation of

the principles on top of which Bitcoin is built [46].

Bitcoin is a mechanism to maintain and update a ledger of trans-

actions in a distributed manner. The ledger, called the blockchain,
consists of blocks, each containing a group of transactions, with

the order of blocks determining the order of the transactions. Each

person or entity wishing to possess bitcoins must create a wallet,

consisting of a private key and a public key, and Bitcoin transactions

detail the transfer of bitcoins between these wallets.

The security and integrity of the system is achieved through a

process calledmining. Against common belief, mining is not simply

themechanism used to produce bitcoins. Rather, it produces bitcoins

in order to incentivize nodes to create more blocks, and through

that, to create a single secure history of all transactions. In order

to mine a new block, nodes participate in a unique kind of contest.

Every mining node (miner) exhaustively searches for a binary value
(nonce), which, when hashed along with the previous block and

the transactions of the new block, produces a value (diдest ) which
must be smaller than Bitcoin’s target.

Once found, the miner will publish the block, which includes the

nonce, and it will be accepted by all nodes as the next block in the

blockchain. The incentive for nodes to mine blocks arrives from the

block’s single coinbase transaction, which creates new Bitcoins and

transfers them to the miner’s wallet. Note that the nonce cannot be

used with any other coinbase transaction, e.g., one which transfers

the reward to another wallet. This is because such a change will

change the digest the nonce yields, which would almost certainly

invalidate the block. The nonce is thus used as the miner’s proof-

of-work; the investment of computational resources can be proven,

statistically, by presenting a nonce, for which the miner is being

rewarded.

Bitcoin’s security is derived from the resources invested in min-

ing, and from the definition of the longest blockchain as the single

legitimate blockchain, if multiple versions are presented. If a dishon-

est miner were to replace a block with a modified block, including

or excluding transactions in its favor, the modified block’s hash

value will change, and the dishonest node will have to exhaustively

search for a new nonce. More importantly, the change will also
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invalidate any consecutive block, as each block’s hash value de-

pends on the block preceding it, and new nonces will need to be

found sequentially. The dishonest node will have to search for a

new nonce for every invalidated block, in order to make the modi-

fied blockchain as legitimate as the original one. At the same time,

all other nodes invest their resources in finding the next nonce and

lengthening the blockchain. Thus, the dishonest node will have

to control enough resources to produce nonces at a higher rate

then all other nodes combined, i.e., the majority of computational

power in the system. The likelihood of a dishonest node’s success

is statistical in nature, and diminishes with the number of blocks it

is required to re-validate. Thus, while the transactions of the last

several blocks are considered less secure, transactions included in

earlier blocks are considered immutable.

Bitcoin is capable of overcoming a wide variety of scenarios

which might have compromised the blockchain integrity and its

nodes consensus, by incorporating the concept of forks. A fork

is defined to be the scenario where multiple legitimate versions

of the blockchain exist, e.g., when two blocks containing differ-

ent transactions have been mined simultaneously, and have both

propagated through the nodes network. The blockchain will ex-

perience temporary ambiguity regarding which transactions have

indeed taken place. However, once additional blocks are mined, one

version of the blockchain will become longer then the other, and

therefore legitimate. At such time, miners will switch from mining

the shorter version to the longer, as there is a higher likelihood for

the blockchain to converge to the longer version, and blocks mined

for the shorter version and their rewards will be discarded.

2.2 Proof-of-Work Wastefulness
Bitcoin is the first blockchain-based crypto-currency, and as noted

above, its mining consumes growing amounts of resources. The

energy consumed in the mining process can be viewed as energy

invested in the security of Bitcoin. However, the increased invest-

ment does not translate to additional functionality, which bears

asking how much energy should be invested for additional security.

One approach to reduce crypto-currencies’ energy footprint is

to shift from Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work (PoW ) to the use of Proof-

of-Stake (PoS) [39]. In PoS, the exhaustive search for a nonce is

eliminated, and the eligibility to produce a new block is distributed

among those who hold crypto-currency funds. The more coins

one holds, the higher its probability to produce the next block.

However, the security guarantees and economical model of PoS

systems remains to be proven. A different approach aims to replace

the computational intense hashing with alternatives which require

frequent memory access [52] or storage access [47, 50].

Webcoin takes a different approach, aiming to crowdsource a

beneficial work that has significant real-world implications, to min-

ers. In addition, the footprint is considerably reduced by networking

tasks, as they consist of long waiting times and infrequent computa-

tions. It is worth noting that Permacoin [47] suggests it is possible

to use its storage-lookup PoW to crowdsource the archiving of

large data sets. However, it lacks mechanisms to make the archived

information available to all.

2.3 Webcoin’s Goals
Our ultimate goal in the creation of Webcoin is to incentivize dis-

tributed Web indexing, in a manner which enables unrestricted

access to the resulting indices. To achieve this goal, Webcoin mi-

grates Bitcoin’s principles from the computational domain to the

networking domain, and rewards miners for performingWeb index-

ing, unlike any other digital currency, to the best of our knowledge.

To achieve the above goal in practice, Webcoin must satisfy the

following goals:

(1) Security.Webcoin must provide the same security and in-

tegrity guarantees as Bitcoin to achieve practicality.

(2) Scalability.Webcoin must scale to the Bitcoin network size

and beyond, without increasing the load on the miners as

the index size reaches Google-scale. Webcoin must also not

increase the load on Web servers as the number of miners

increases.

(3) High Participation.Webcoin’s design must allow and in-

centivize the participation of miners with limited networking

capacities, i.e., with low bandwidth and high latency. Large

user participation is essential for gaining momentum with

system’s popularity, particularly in early days of the system

adoption. We discuss the economic effects of larger mining

operations in Section 5.

(4) IndicesAvailability andReliability.Unlike Bitcoin, where
only the first node to mine a block publishes it, to be propa-

gated to the entire Bitcoin network, Webcoin must not only

allow, but force every single Web-coin miner to publish its

index, so the entire product of the indexing effort is made

available to all. Moreover, Webcoin aims to verify the indices’

correctness, and to incentivize miners to reliably report the

results of their indexing.

2.4 Webcoin’s Non-Goals
While Webcoin is designed with real-world deployment in mind,

some aspects of its operation go beyond the scope of this paper. We

define these items as non-goals, as listed below:

(1) Bitcoin’s Imperfections. Bitcoin’s design is not necessar-

ily optimal. The concerns regarding Bitcoin include the threat

which mining pools pose to Bitcoin’s security [29], vul-

nerability of wallets to common attacks, e.g., phishing at-

tacks [37], and Bitcoin’s time interval between blocks, which

could be reduced to incorporate transactions at a higher

rate [21, 58]. In designing Webcoin, we do not attempt to

address these inherited concerns, and we focus on the uti-

lization of Bitcoin’s principles in the networking domain.

(2) Indexing and Crawling Frameworks.Webpage indexing,

and document indexing in general, can be performed in mul-

tiple fashions, depending on the desired features of the re-

sulting index, and numerous indexing frameworks are avail-

able [6, 14, 22, 33, 34, 44, 45, 51, 53, 54]. However, the design

of an index depends on the prioritization among its features,

requires ongoing adjustments, and is outside the scope of this

paper. We thus refrain from integrating Webcoin with any of

the above frameworks, and implement an inverted indexing

procedure [19]. Future implementation could integrate with

any of the above frameworks.
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Similarly to indexing, multiple frameworks could be utilized

for scalable and distributed web crawling [23, 36, 43]. We-

bcoin utilizes Scrapy [12], as in [57], a highly popular and

powerful open-source framework for web-scraping. Alter-

native frameworks, such as [43], might be even better suited

for Webcoin, as their capacity to filter on-the-fly content-

generating webpages, spam, and “crawler traps” exceeds

Scrapy’s. Such improvements to the crawling and indexing

procedures are outside the scope of this paper.

3 THEWEBCOIN PROTOCOL
TheWebcoin protocol is identical to Bitcoin on most aspects; it uses

the same messages, the same gossip protocol, the same transactions,

and the same blockchain mechanism. Webcoin only differs from

Bitcoin in the requirements a newly-mined block must fulfill in

order to be accept by nodes. In Bitcoin, a node will only accept a new

block if hashing the new block with its predecessor (including its

timestamp, nonce, target, and its transactions’ Merkle root) yields

a small enough value. In Webcoin, each new block is accompanied

by an index, and the block will be considered valid only if:

(1) Block is valid.

(2) Index is valid.

(3) Index reported ahead of time.

(4) Index includes webpages of a specific crawl path, determined

by miner’s IP address, also included in block’s header.

(5) The hashing of some fields in the new block, including said

IP address, with the fields of previous blocks yields a value

smaller than Webcoin’s target.

We explain these requirements and the mining process, depicted in

Figure 1, below.

3.1 Webcoin’s Proof-of-Work
In earlier versions of Webcoin, we have made attempts to use the

index as a naïve Proof-of-Work, i.e., to mine a new block, a miner

must simply present a valid index, where the hashing of a new

block, its predecessor, and the index, produces a value smaller than

Webcoin’s target. Unfortunately, this approach has two significant

drawbacks. First, it only incentivizes the miner who successfully

mines a new block to publish the result of his efforts, rather than

incentivizing all miners to publish their indices. Second, it opens

the door to numerous types of index and block manipulation; rather

than invest networking resources to crawl and index the Web, a

dishonest miner might produce valid block and index much faster

by altering webpages under its control, or by manipulating the

transactions included in the block.

To overcome these challenges, the Webcoin protocol uses its

Proof-of-Work as a necessary but inefficient condition. In every

round where miners attempt to mine a new block, each miner must

produce a valid index and publish its hash to be eligible to mine a

block in the following round (not the present round). However, the
index by itself does not determine whether a miner will successfully

mine the following block, it is merely a prerequisite. In addition to

this prerequisite, miners compete on who will be the first to mine

the next block and receive its reward, as in Bitcoin, however their

competition is quiescent. Each miner waits until such time that the

hashing of the current time (in seconds) and the IP address it used

to construct its index, as they appear in the header of the new block,

and a new header field anybit, and the hash of past transactions, as

they appear in the headers of past blocks, produce a digest which

is smaller than Webcoin’s target. We continue to outline here the

mining process in its entirety, and provide a detailed explanation

of these parameters, their effect on security, and the implications

of utilizing multiple IP addresses in Section 5.

Simply put, a Webcoin miner first produces a new Web index

and publishes its hashing along with its IP address. Then, in the

next round, it awaits until such time it can successfully mine a new

block, or more likely, it hears of a new block mined by another

miner, accompanied by the index from its miner. Thus, in every

round the miner both quiescently tries to mine a new block and

actively produces a Web index to be eligible to mine a block in the

following round.

Upon receiving a new block, which is accompanied by its miner’s

index, a miner will verify that the block is valid, that the index is

accurate, and that it had been accurately reported in the previous

round. To validate the block itself, the miner will validate all trans-

actions are valid, as in Bitcoin. It will also verify the block contains

an IP address which matches the index’s IP address, and that it

had received the index’s digest and IP address during the previous

mining round. The miner will then test the miner’s control over

said IP address by sending it a single-packet request for the block’s

hash, and finally it will statistically validate the index by sampling

a small subset of its webpages, a process we detail in Section 4. If

block and index are both valid, the miner will accept the block.

Note that the blockchain does not contain any indices. The miner

of a new block will send its index alongside its newly-mined block,

and they will both propagate throughout the Webcoin network,

however the index is discarded soon after the block is accepted.

3.2 Index Collectors
The prerequisite to publish the indices’ digests ahead of time incen-

tivizes all miners to produce Web indices and publish their digests.

While it is clearly possible to require all miners to publish their in-

dices, rather than the digests, such undiscriminating flood of data is

wasteful. Most miners have no interest in collecting the indices for

their own purposes, and are only interested to receive the index of

the miner who successfully mined a new block, in order to validate

it. However, Webcoin provides both the means and the incentives

to allow interested parties to collect all the indices from all miners.

Nodes interested in collecting indices, collectors, e.g., new search

engines, existing search engines aiming to cut costs, companies

performing analysis of big-data from the Web, and researchers, can

gain knowledge of all the indices produced through the propagation

of their digests. Collectors may request miners to provide them

with their indices, and such collaboration is facilitated based on

their respective interests, in a tit-for-tat manner. While collectors

have an interest in receiving indices for their own goals, miners

have an interest to minimize the time required for their block and

index to reach the majority of nodes. Miners are interested in to

shorten their propagation time since it reduces the chances for a

competing block, mined by a different miner at a similar time, to

reach and be accepted by the majority of nodes first, thus to prevent

their block from being included in the blockchain. A miner can thus
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Figure 1: Webcoin mining process: (left) (1) Miner crawls webpages along a directed path, (2) miner indexes webpages, hashes
the index, propagates digest to peers, (3) collectors request and receive compressed indices from miners. (right) (4) Miners
wait until some miner becomes eligible to mine a new block, (5) eligible miner propagates block and index, accelerated by
collectors, (6) each miner verifies the block, compares index to past digest, and verifies a small subset of webpages.

increase its profitability by sending its index before the next round

begins.

It is therefore in the best interest of a miner to comply with

requests for its index it receives from collectors, so in the event it

successfully mines a new block in the following round, the index

and block he must present would propagate faster through the

network, assisted by the upload bandwidth of the collectors. The

cost for a miner to comply with such requests, and send his index in

a compressed form to collectors is minimal. Collectors, on the other

hand, do not earn Webcoins by participating, the way miners do.

However, by assisting with the propagation of a single index and

block in each round, collectors get access to all indices, which they

can use for their own goals. To be useful to miners, collectors secure

sufficient upload capacity and maintain a long list of outbound

connections.

4 WEB INDEXING AND INDEX VALIDATION
Each Webcoin miner is required to crawl 1,000 webpages every

10 minutes, a value experimentally determined in Section 6. As

the number of miners increases, so does the likelihood of different

miners to index the same webpages. To increase Webcoin’s effi-

ciency, and to allow for a truly scalable Web indexing, Webcoin

limits the possible webpages each miner can crawl and index. Min-

ers must comply with the following restrictions for their index to

be considered valid.

First, miners must create their indices using continuous crawls,

i.e., their indices must contain one or more series of webpages, each

referencing those following it. Each index must specify its crawls’

order in a designated data structure. Second, the first webpage of

each crawl must be selected from among the indices accompanying

the previous two blocks in the blockchain. An additional crawl is

only valid if the current crawl had exhausted its webpages. Third,

in order for a webpage to be included in a crawl, the hashing of the

miner’s IP address, the previous block’s digest, the webpage’s URL,

and the URLs of all the webpages which led to it via crawl must

be smaller than ⌊ 2
256−1
10
⌋. Simply put, only 10% of the webpages a

miner encounters are valid for it to index, and their validity differs

across miners and for different crawl paths. Necessarily, the eligible

webpages are unknown to a miner ahead of time.

Each index produced by a miner contains the URLs crawled to

produce it, the crawl path used, the miner’s IP address (which had

determined the crawl path), and a hashtablemapping between every

word encountered and its appearances in the different URLs. Given

the power-law distribution of the Web [40], a collective “Brownian

crawlingmotion” will effectively cover themost prominent portions

of the Web, assuming crawlers have the ability to systematically

avoid, on-the-fly, content-generating webpages, spam, and “crawler

traps” [43].

We note that the Web indexing which Webcoin incentivizes

contains a computational aspect, namely, mapping between each

word and its occurrences. However, we consider Webcoin’s Web

indexing to reside mostly in the network domain, rather than the

computational, since additional computational resources would

not improve a miner’s success rate, while additional networking

resources would (as we explain in Section 5.3). Additionally, while

Web crawling requires 1–2 minutes to perform, the time required

for the computational aspect is shorter by an order of magnitude.

4.1 Statistical Index Validation
Validating that the miner of a new block had indeed performedWeb

crawling and indexing prior to its mining raises several main chal-

lenges. One challenge is overcoming the Internet’s natural churn.

Webpages must remain stable enough to allow their validation for

at least several minutes after they have been indexed. Otherwise,

an index might be found accurate by the first miners to validate it,

and inaccurate by those following. A second challenge is to avoid

placing a heavy load on the webpages included in the index, as a

large number of clients, e.g., 100K miners, will attempt to contact

them over a short period of time, a scenario known as a “flash

event” [38]. A third challenge is to reduce the validation time to

a minimum, so that even low-bandwidth miners will be able to

perform the validation in a timely manner.

5
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To overcome these challenges, Webcoin uses statistical index

validation, which requires only the validation of a very small subset

of webpages, yet can accurately predict the index validity. To assess

webpages churn, we have measured the change rate of over 100, 000

webpages, arbitrarily selected from among the webpages indexed by

Webcoin miners in our experiments, detailed in Section 6. We define

a change to be any change in the HTML body (or in text for non-

HTMLwebpages) which causes theWeb indexing to yield a different

result. Thus, changes of HTML tags, whitespaces, and metadata,

are not considered to be a change in the webpage. We have found

that only 1.97% of webpages change within 4 minutes, and of the

remaining, only 0.231% change within the following 30 minutes,

when excluding dates and timestamps fields, as well as regular

expression string-matching. By allowing indices for inaccuracies

in up to 3.5% of their webpages without deeming them invalid, not

a single index had failed its validation in our experiments.

We thus relax the accuracy requirements, and require every

miner to randomly sample 30 (out of 1000) webpages from the

index, download them, and validate they were properly indexed.

In the event that up to 1 webpage is inaccurate, the miner will

deem the index valid. If more than 6 webpages are inaccurate, it is

deemed invalid. If 2–6 inaccurate webpages are found, the process

(of randomly sampling new 30 webpages) will be repeated, up to 4

times, after which it will be deemed invalid if 12 or more inaccurate

webpages were encountered, and valid otherwise.

4.2 Statistical Validation Accuracy
The use of statistical validation to assess the accuracy of the index

accompanying a newly-mined block, rather than requiring every

miner to validate every webpage included in said index, reduces

the load from both miners and servers. At the same time, it remains

infeasible for a valid index to be rejected by the Webcoin network,

nor for an invalid block to be accepted. We compute that there

is a 71.7% probability that a valid index will be labeled correctly

in the first iteration, relieving most miners from doing additional

iterations, and thus reducing both the time required and the load on

webpages. The probability increases to 92% by the second iteration,

and to 99.36% by the fourth. The resulting load for each webpage

indexed, for a network of 100K miners, is only 6.9 requests per

second, on average, and for a 1Mbps miner, the validation requires

6.1 seconds, on average.

There is 0.0001% probability that a valid index will be rejected by

a miner, and the erroneous miner would amend its mistake when

the consecutive block is mined. For a network of 100K miners,

the probability for an index to be wrongly rejected by even 0.2%

of the network is approximately 10
−11

, and is expected to occur

once every hundreds of thousands of mining years. The probability

for an inaccurate index to be validated is very small; for an index

which half of its webpages contain inaccuracies, it is infeasible to

be accepted by the network, or even by 0.01% of the network. An

almost accurate index, which 85% of its webpages are accurately

indexed, has a probability of 95.8% to labeled invalid by a miner.

This translates into a probability of 10
−8

to be accepted by 5% of the

network. Thus, Webcoin ensures that valid indices are accepted by

the network, while invalid indices are rejected. Any forks induced

at individual nodes are quickly resolved by the mining of the next

block.

5 WEBCOIN’S SECURITY
The transition of the cryptographic principles uponwhich Bitcoin is

built into the networking domain is non-trivial. A major difference

between the domains is that while the first is governed by a priori

mathematical and statistical principles, the latter depends on real-

world state, and is thus susceptible to manipulation.

In earlier versions ofWebcoin, where we have tested the usability

of Web indices as proof-of-work, we have found that the miners’

ability to affect the content of webpages opens the door to the

manipulation of their indices, in an attempt to improve their mining

success rate. Despite numerous counter-measurements tested, we

have found it infeasible to guarantee that such manipulation does

not take place, as the nodes’ level of control over arbitrary Web

domains is unbounded. At the same time, miners may attempt to

manipulate the blocks they produce, i.e., to add, remove and reorder

a block’s transactions, to increase their mining success rate. To

that end, miners might produce new public keys and transactions

between their own wallets.

The manipulation of either webpages or blocks allows dishonest

miners to move the task of mining Webcoins back to the com-

putational domain, where they can explore the space of possible

adjustments to webpages and transactions permutations. This space

is larger by several orders of magnitude, and can be explored faster

by several orders magnitude, than the space explored by a miner

in the networking domain, i.e, the space of crawled webpages. A

dishonest miner capable of such manipulations voids all of Web-

coin’s security guarantees, as it is capable of producing blocks at a

higher rate than all other nodes combined, and can thus alter the

blockchain at will. Webcoin’s mining process thus must answer a

novel challenge, consisting of six requirements:

• Webcoin’s mining must require the publication of valid Web

indices.

• A block’s validity must not rely on said indices.

• A block’s validity must not rely on the transactions it con-

tains, nor on any element under its miner’s control.

• A block’s transactions cannot be selected or manipulated to

affect its miner’s future success rate.

• A block’s validity must rely on transactions of previous

blocks, as per Bitcoin.

• Transactions of previous blocks, even if no block’s validity is

yet to rely on them, must not be susceptible to manipulation.

To address all six requirements stated above, Webcoin employs

three unique principles. First, it requires a valid Web index for a

block to be mined, yet the success of the process is not determined

by its content. Second, the ability of miners to produce new block

relies on elements outside their control. Third, Webcoin employs a

novel hashing mechanism which breaks the bidirectional relation

between blocks; while it allows a block’s validity to rely on its

predecessors, the miners of said predecessors are prevented from

directly affecting the success in mining the blocks succeeding them.
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Figure 2: The mining process of a new Webcoin block, per-
formed every second.

5.1 Block Mining
Figure 2 depicts Webcoin’s block mining process, which is repeated

every second. Webcoin utilizes Bitcoin’s SHA-256 double-hashing

to hash 4 elements. First, every block Bi contains an additional field,

which contains the digest yielded by hashing of the entire block

preceding it by 32 blocks (Bi−32), denoted TXhash . Second, every
block Bi contains an additional 1 bit field, denoted anybit , which
its value is randomly selected by the miner, and is introduced to

counter pre-computation of future blocks. Third, Webcoin utilizes

the current time, in seconds, based on the Coordinated Universal

Time (UTC) [20]. Fourth, the success of each miner also depends

on the hashing of its IP address, and it must prove its ability to

communicate through it in order to validate its block. The mining

of a new block Bi is as follows.

(1) The IP address of the miner and the current time, in seconds,

are hashed with the mining time of Bi−1 and with its miner’s

IP address, both specified in Bi−1. Denote the result IPhash .

(2) The resulting 256 bit digest is divided into 51 values of 5 bits,

discarding the last bit, and each of these values is used as a

pointer to a block Bj in the range Bi−32 to Bi−1.

(3) For each block Bj specified by such a 5 bit value, the block’s

TXhash , which holds the digest yielded from the hashing of

block Bj−32, is divided into two 118 bit binary values, and

the remaining 20 bits are discarded.

(4) Each such 118 bit binary value is translated to a permutation

of the 32 blocks in the range between Bi−32 and Bi−1. Using
each permutation, the anybit fields are extracted from the

blocks according to their order, to create a single 32 bit binary

value per permutation. Hence, 102 32-bit values are created.

(5) Lastly, these 102 values are hashed according to their order,

and the resulting digest is compared to Webcoin’s target,

which determines whether the miner can produce a new

block.

Webcoin’s hashing procedure serves multiple purposes. First,

from the perspective of Bi ’s miner, its success depends exclusively

on its IP address and the current time. It is thus unable to manipu-

late the block in order to affect its success rate. Second, from the

perspective of every miner of a block

Bj ∈ Bi−32, . . . ,Bi−1,

i.e, one of the 32 blocks preceding Bi , it must accurately include

the hashing of block Bj−32 in Bj ’s TXhash field, otherwise Bj will
be rejected by the network. Thus, Bj ’s miner can only affect the

mining of Bi through its selection of anybit . This effect is very
limited, as it is bounded to two possible values, 0 and 1, without

any guarantees that neither will better serve the miner.

In the edge case, a minerM of infinite computational power and

perfect system knowledge, attempting to improve its likelihood

to mine block Bj+1, is twice as likely to select the value to better

serve it, in comparison to a coin toss. This does not mean the miner

will be able to arbitrarily set itself as the miner of Bj+1, but, for
example, that it will set anybit to 1 if it will shorten the period of

time untilM is eligible to mine Bj+1, in comparison to setting it to

0. However, it is extremely likely that a different miner will become

eligible prior toM , for both values, a factM cannot change. Further-

more,M’s ability to determine the effect of its selection decreases

exponentially for blocks beyond Bj+1, as their mining depends on

anybit values not yet determined, until the value of no anybit is

known for the 32
nd

consecutive block. From the perspective of the

miners of blocks

Bk ∈ Bi−64, . . . ,Bi−33,

they hold the largest possibility space to affect the mining of Bi ,
as their hashing will define the permutations of anybit values to
be used in the mining process. However, due to Webcoin’s novel

mining scheme, this possibility space only affects the permutations

of value to be used, prior to the selection of these values, i.e., they
dictate permutations of anybit fields of blocks which have not

been mined yet. By design, a block’s hashing can only affect the

permutation of values of future blocks.

While the mining procedure does not allow manipulation to

affect the mining of Bi , it is worth noting that the possibility space

it provides through the 102 permutations of 32 bits values exceeds

the possibility space of the hash function by more than a hundred

orders of magnitude, and thus does not negatively affect the security

guarantees. In addition, although a block Bi ’s transactions do not

affect its hashing by design, their hashing is included in Bi+32, and
affects all consecutive blocks in the blockchain. The requirement

for 32 blocks for transactions security is not disproportional, in

comparison for the 100 to 120 blocks required before Bitcoin’s

reward can be used.

In the event that a miner can indeed produce a new block, the

miner will report its IP address in a designated field, the timestamp

which had produced the new block, the hashing of Bi−32 in the

TXhash field, the resulting digest, and a random bit in the anybit
field. The miner will then include transactions in the block, and will

publish the newly-mined block to the Webcoin network, along with

its Web index. While the entire procedure can be done in advance,
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the block and index will be rejected by peer miners until the time

used for the successful mining had been reached.

5.2 Block Validation
Upon receiving a new block, a miner will ensure that it is indeed

valid. Blocks can be easily validated by repeating the above process,

using the time and IP address specified in the new block. However,

in order to assure that the block’s miner had indeed produced the

block using an IP address under its control, the validating miner

sends a single packet to the IP address over a designated port number

(Webcoin’s current implementation supports one miner per NAT).

Furthermore, in order to assure the transactions contained in the

block had not been altered, the packet will include the hashing of

the entire block, to which the block’s miner will reply with a single

packet to confirm both that it indeed controls the IP address, and

that the transactions had not been altered.

For a block to be accepted as valid, it must be accompanied by a

valid index which its miner had reported in advance, as detailed in

Section 4. Webcoin thus requires miners to hash their indices and

publish only the resulting 256 bit digests and their IP addresses, in

order for their blocks to be accepted in the following round. Miners

are prevented from reporting a digest in hopes of creating an index

to match it at a later time, as finding an input to produce a desired

digest is computationally infeasible, an infeasibility upon which

Bitcoin’s security model relies.

5.3 Resource Aggregation and Security
It is clearly possible for a miner to obtain more than a single IP

address, whether legally from ISPs, or illegally, through the use

of malicious bots [30]. It is also possible for numerous miners to

form large mining pools, and for resource-rich entities, e.g., search
engines, to participate in the mining of Webcoin. Here, we consider

how these phenomenas affect Webcoin’s security model.

Similarly to Bitcoin, the reward of a Webcoin miner is propor-

tional to the portion of resources it controls, and any miner to

control over 50% of the resources voids all of Webcoin security

guarantees and controls the blockchain. However, unlike Bitcoin,

the resources required for Webcoin mining are two-fold: an IP ad-

dress, and a bandwidth of approximately 1Mbps. The latter of the

two makes Webcoin more resilient to resources aggregation than

Bitcoin.

Any Webcoin miner wishing to utilize multiple IP addresses to

increase its mining capacity will need to control enough bandwidth

to support crawling the different paths required for each IP address,

consuming approximately 1Mbps per IP address. However, the

bandwidth resource does not scale similarly to Bitcoin’s compu-

tational resources. For comparison, a Bitcoin miner using a home

desktop can increase its capacity by 8 orders of magnitude, by pur-

chasing a single Antminer S9 [1] for $2400, and these machines can

be easily stacked. For a similar investment of capital, a Webcoin

miner using a residential internet connection can only increase it

capacity by 2 orders of magnitude, and its ability to scale it much

further is uncertain.

While it is expected for resource-rich entities and large mining

pools to participate in Webcoin’s mining, as is the case with Bitcoin,

they do not jeopardize Webcoin’s security model any more than

Figure 3: CDF of the number of seconds between the mining
of consecutive blocks. Vertical line represents target at 600
seconds.

they jeopardize Bitcoin’s. All miners are constantly competing

over the mining of the next block, and must invest ever-growing

resources to remain competitive. The investment of considerable

resources by such entities will be met by the investment of other

miners, which aim to increase their own share of the reward, which

prevents the formation of a monopoly [27].

5.4 Minimal Inter-Block Time
In our experiments, we have found that miners controlling more

bandwidth require less time to crawl webpages and to produce a

web indices, as to be expected. Since despite a new block is mined

every 10 minutes on average, the exact inter-block time varies due

to its statistical nature, the inter-block time between some blocks

is very short. In such cases, since miners must produce a new Web

index prior to the mining of the next block to be eligible to par-

ticipate in the next round, limited-capacity miners often fail to

produce a Web index before the block is mined, and are thus ex-

cluded from participating in the following round. To mitigate this

phenomena, we add an additional requirement to the quiescent

mining competition among miners: a new block’s timestamp must

exceed its predecessor by at least 180 sec. This requirements pre-

vents a new block to be mined very shortly after its predecessor,

which would exclude limited-capacity miners from participation

in the next round. We provide additional insight as to this design

choice in Section 6.

6 EVALUATION
To evaluate Webcoin’s ability to crawl and index the Web, we de-

ploy a network of 200 Webcoin miners on PlanetLab [25]. Our

implementation of a Webcoin miner is built on top of Pyminer,

a python implementation of a Bitcoin miner [11]. We set miners

to commence mining Webcoins using random transactions, using

blocks with an average size of 700KB. Miners utilize download

bandwidths ranging between 0.5 and over 300Mbps, with a median

of 19.68Mbps. Like in Bitcoin, each miner has 8 outbound connec-

tions, i.e., 8 peer-miners to which it propagates blocks and indices,

which we select randomly from among all other nodes.
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Figure 4: The partitioning of miners to quintiles (20% units)
according to their download bandwidth, and the percentage
of blocks mined by nodes in each quintile

6.1 Crawling Feasibility
Here, we evaluate miners’ ability to crawl the Web and to produce

indices of sufficient size in a timely manner, as to be useable in the

context of block mining time scales. We utilize 4 index sizes, of

100, 500, 1000 and 2000 webpages per index, and we measure the

performance of the miners over a period of one week for each of

the index sizes.

The above index sizes were chosen with the desire to allow even

miners of limited capacity, i.e., miners utilizing a bandwidth in the

order of 1Mbps, to participate, while still producing Google-scale

indices. Indeed, if 100K miners, which is the estimated number

of Bitcoin miners [10], were to participate using an index of 100

webpages, the resulting index will reach Google’s index size ap-

proximately within a month, and if an index of 1000webpages were

to be used, approximately within 3 days.

Figure 3 presents a CDF of the time intervals between the mining

of new blocks for each of the index sizes we have tested. Note that

identically to Bitcoin, Webcoin adjusts its difficulty target in an

attempt to reach an average of 10 minutes, i.e., 600 seconds. It is
evident that the index sizes we have tested allow for mining in the

desired time scales. The average time intervals between consecutive

blocks are 582.75, 608.4, 608.2 and 610.1 seconds, for indices of 100,

500, 1000 and 2000webpages, respectively.Webcoin thus hadmissed

its target of 600 seconds by up to 17.25 seconds. For comparison,

Bitcoin which its large miners community makes its mining time

more statistically reliable, regularly misses its target of 600 seconds

by similar and larger scales.

Another phenomena which can be observed is the similar dis-

tribution of mining times experienced by smaller index sizes, in

contrast to that of indices consisting of 2000webpages. As the larger

indices require longer times to produce, mining time as a whole

lengthen. To compensate for this lengthening, Webcoin increases

its target value, i.e., making mining easier by relaxing the validity

requirements, in order to maintain an average mining time of 600

seconds. The combined effect is of a denser distribution function, as

the same number of blocks are mined during shorter time interval.

Figure 4 presents the distribution of mined blocks over all min-

ers, which are partitioned to quintiles (20% units) based on their

bandwidth, using a time span of 180 seconds in which block mining

is prohibited. The distribution of mined blocks of size 1000 (blue) is

Figure 5: CDF of the number of seconds required for miners
to crawl webpages for indexing, per index size.

almost equally distributed, ranging between 19% of blocks mined

by 2
nd

quintile miners, and a maximum of 21% is mined by 5
th

quintile miners. Similar results are achieved when using smaller

index sizes of 100 and of 500 webpages. In contrast, when using

an index size of 2000 webpages (red), the 1
st

quintile miners mine

only 11.2% of the blocks, while the miners of the other quintiles

mine 23.1%, 22.2% 21.6% and 21.9% of blocks, respectively.

The low success-rate of mining the 1
st

quintile miners when

using an index size of 2000 webpages is explained by the longer

time they require to produce such indices, which often causes them

to be ineligible to mine the following block. Figure 5 shows the CDF

of the crawl times for the 200 miners as a function of the number of

webpages crawled. Necessarily, as the number of pages increases,

so does the time required for nodes to download them. In the case of

an index size of 2000 webpages, we observe that the low-bandwidth

miners can spend between 250 and 400 seconds in crawling. This

corresponds to the tail shown in the figure for index size of 2000.

Hence, such timescales overlap with inter-block timescales shown

previously in Figure 3. Whenever the crawling time exceeds the

inter-block times, a miner fails to qualify for mining a block in the

following round. This explains the reduced performance of low-

bandwidth miners for the index size of 2000 in Figure 4. We thus

conclude that an index of size 2000 is too large to allow for fair

mining. We further conclude that miner equality and performance

can be balanced through the use of an index size of 1000, combined

with a time span of 180 seconds in which mining is invalid.

6.2 Network Usage
Figure 6 presents the networking usage of a single Webcoin miner

during the mining of two consecutive blocks, using an index size

of 1000 webpages. The miner’s bandwidth, as measured periodi-

cally, is approximately 96 Mbps in the download direction and 4.1

Mbps in the upload direction. The figure presents both its download

(red) and upload (blue) bandwidth utilization, as well as the events

occurring during the mining process. The networking usage plot

provides several insights regarding the dynamics of Webcoin min-

ing, and the resources it consumes. First, we note the seven events

which consists the mining of a single block, which are divided into

3 phases, with very different characteristics.

The first phase starts with the mining of a new block by a peer

miner (denoted Line1), which indicates the beginning of the 180
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Figure 6: Network usage of a Webcoin miner deployed on a PlanetLab node, during the mining of two consecutive blocks
utilizing an index size of 1000 webpages. Dashed lines mark the periods in which mining is prohibited (between 1 and 7).
Numbers mark the events of the mining process: (1) block is mined by another miner, (2) block and index download from
peers, (3) block and index propagation on the upload direction, index validation on the download direction, (4) Web crawling
and indexing, (5) block and index propagation completion, (6) Web crawling completion, (7) block mining begins.

seconds time span in which blocks cannot be mined. The block’s

mining is closely followed by the arrival of the block and its index

(denoted Line2), and upon the block’s successful validation, the

propagation of both to theminer’s peers, using its upload bandwidth

(denoted Line3). At the same time, the miner utilizes its download

bandwidth to validate the index he had received, its completion

denoted Line4. These events, which make up the first phase of the

mining, occur in a rapid succession, and are completed within 12

seconds from the mining of the new block. Note that the bandwidth

requirements for this phase, including the statistical validation of

the new index, are very limited, under 5 Mbps.

In the second phase, with the successful validation of the index

(Line4), the miner begins its Web crawling and indexing on the

download direction, while in parallel it continues to propagate the

block and the index it had received to its peers. Said propagation is

completed at Line5, and the Web crawling and indexing at Line6,
marking the end of the second phase. The second phase is consid-

erably longer than the first, and it is there where the miner invests

its networking resources to produce a new Web index. However,

even in this more network-intensive phase the miner utilizes only

a very small portion of its bandwidth. Indeed, despite a download

bandwidth of almost 100Mbps, the miner surpasses the use of 10

Mbps only thrice during the mining of the first block presented, and

similar characteristics can be observed during the mining of the

consecutive block. This pattern allows for miners of low capacity

to compare on even footing with miners of much greater capacity.

In the third phase, upon completing the Web crawl (Line6), the
miner propagates the hashing of the index to its peers, and then

awaits for the mining to resume with the passing f 180 seconds

from the mining of the previous block, denoted Line7. Following
this, the miner will quiescently await until such time that a new

block is mined, which occurs at 563 seconds, denoted Line1. This

phase requires very little resources, as it consists mostly of idle

waiting for a new block to be mined.

It is essential to understand that the index hash, published by

the miner at Line6, at time 152 seconds, makes the miner eligible

to compete in the next round, the one for which mining starts at

Line7 at 743 seconds. A miner thus has a sufficient time to crawl the

Web and propagate its index hash. Observing the network usage as

a whole, it can be seen that the networking resources needed for

participation are meager.

6.3 Mining at Large Scales
We consider the scale’s effect onWebcoin’s ability to produce a new

block every 10minutes, for a Bitcoin-scale network of 100K miners,

and the ability of a miner with a capacity of 1Mbps bandwidth

(both upload and download) to participate on equal grounds, despite

increased volume of traffic.

Upon the mining of a new block, said block is propagated to all

miners, followed by its index. According to Bitcoin measurements

in [4, 5], the average time required for a block to reach the majority

of nodes, over a 9 week period, was 5.9 seconds, and the average

block size had been 700.7 KB. As Webcoin’s blocks are almost iden-

tical to Bitcoin’s, and are of the same size, their propagation across

a large network of 100K miners is expected to be identical. As Web-

coin’s blocks are followed by their indices, which are approximately

a half of a block’s size on average, yet may reach as much as twice

the blocks’ size, we estimate their combined propagation to the

majority of nodes to be less than 20 seconds, on average.

During the propagation, every miner to receive the block queries

the block’s miner, to verify it indeed controls the IP address used

for mining. In the event that the block’s miner has a bandwidth

of 1Mbps, it is likely to become a bottleneck. Each such request

contains 16 Bytes of the block’s digest, yet together with TCP/IP
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headers the load totals to 2.67MB for the majority of requests.

A low capacity miner will require approximately 21.3 seconds to

respond to them. However, as such requests start to arrive to the

miner almost immediately after the new block’s mining, this time is

incurred in parallel to the propagation time, and the completion of

both is expected within approximately 25 seconds from the block’s

publishing time.

Following the block validation and the propagation of both block

and index, each miner statistically validates the index, which for

a low capacity miner will require 6.1 seconds, on average. Thus, a

new block and its Web index can be propagated and validated by

the majority of the system, within approximately 30 seconds from

the new block’s mining, for a network of 100K miners.

The last factor which might affect scalability is the propagation

of all the indices’ digests, sent for every Web index produced by the

system. Whereas the digests are only 32 Bytes long, they incur an

overhead which doubles their size when sent individually over TCP.

They are thus aggregated by miners prior to their transmission.

For a network of 100K miners, each miner must download 3.05MB

of hashes during a time span of 10 minutes, on average, which

consumes only 0.04Mbps of the miner’s bandwidth. We conclude

that, in addition to empirical evidence, the analysis of the resources

required to mine Webcoins in a network of 100K miners shows that

even limited-capacity miners can participate on equal grounds in

Webcoin’s mining.

6.4 Collectors’ Properties.
For a collector to be capable of collecting all the Web indices pro-

duced by a network of 100K miners, it must be capable of down-

loading them in the timespan required to mine a new block, i.e.,
10 minutes on average. This is because miners have an incentive

to publish their index only as long as there is a chance they will

need to propagate it, in the event of successful mining in the next

round. While miners must download 20.45MB of data, on average,

to create an index of 1000 webpages, the compressed index itself is

approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller. Thus, for a collector

to collect all the indices produced by a network of 100K miners,

it must download 20GB in the span of 10 minutes, i.e., it requires
only a consumer-grade bandwidth of 266Mbps.

Collectors may use the indices they collect from miners for any

purpose, yet in the context of Webcoin’s effort to democratize

Web search, it is worth noting that the indices they collect must

be merged and aggregated to enable a competitive real-world web

search. Identifying the best methods to construct a large-scale index

from these indices is outside the scope of this work.

7 RELATEDWORK
Guided Tour Puzzle [17] is a proof-of-work in the networking

domain, aiming to filter the originators of spam emails from le-

gitimate senders, a task for which traditional proof-of-work had

been proved inadequate [42]. Rather than requiring computational

power, the puzzle requires a node to sequentially retrieve infor-

mation from multiple servers in order to successfully create its

proof-of-work. While successfully reducing the performance vari-

ance among nodes, the Guided Tour Puzzle (i) is centrally managed,

(ii) utilizes dedicated servers, (iii) does not support any additional

purpose such as Web search, and (iv) does not support any dis-

tributed consensus similar to crypto-currencies.

The authors of [35] suggest incorporating Internet transactions,

e.g., BGP advertisements, in a blockchain to distribute the Internet

management, and a similar suggestion to utilize a blockchain to

store DNS entries is suggested in [18]. Yet, they do not change any of

the Bitcoin mechanisms, but simply use Bitcoin for a different type

of transactions. Webcoin fundamentally alters Bitcoin mechanisms

by utilizing networking resources.

The authors of [59] suggest DDoSCoin, a blockchain which uses

a malicious Proof-of-Work, where miners are rewarded for partici-

pating in a DDoS attack on websites using Transport Layer Security

(TLS), and must present a signed response from the server which

is smaller than DDoSCoin’s target. While this work provides the

incentive to perform a malicious network task, the DDoSCoin’s

Proof-of-Work is computational in nature, generated by the tar-

geted website. Webcoin, in contrast, can be used for constructive

purposes, and its Proof-of-Work does not require an objective com-

putational component to fairly reward miners for the resources

they have invested.

Several “alt-coins” aimed to become ASIC-resistant. First among

these solutions, is the use of Scrypt [52] as a hashing function,

rather than Bitcoin’s SHA-256 [32]. Scrypt requires frequent mem-

ory access, instead of relying solely on computational power [28].

Unfortunately, the first generation of scrypt-mining ASIC machines

have been introduced by multiple vendors during 2014 [2, 55]. Web-

coin utilizes a novel block mining algorithm which enables miners

with moderate network capacities to participate.

8 DISCUSSION
Practical Challenges in Crawling and Indexing. While Web-

coin is the first primitive designed to crowdsource complex net-

working tasks, and the first digital currency to incentivize open

Web indexing, it must surmount several significant challenges in

order to disrupt the Web search market.

First, Modern webpages are complex; they contain dependancies

among their components, and consists of dynamic content, images,

video clips, and code scripts. The challenge in crawling and indexing

them in a consistent manner across all miners is significant, and it

must be resolved for Webcoin to enable new high-quality search

engines. Second, Webcoin must overcome crawling permissions

conflicts. Webpage administrators aim to allow search engines to

access to their content, while denying access from others whomight

take advantage of their content, e.g., making their content freely

available and harm their revenues. While known search engines’

crawlers can be identified based on their IP addresses, the same

cannot be easily done for Webcoin. For Webcoin to gain traction,

it should incentivize webpage administrators to allow miners to

crawl their webpages, possibly by improving webpage visibility

and by providing proof of past Webcoin blocks they produced.

Another real-world challenge is to prevent firewalls from inter-

fering with Webcoin’s operation, as is often the case with peer-to-

peer communication patterns. This matter would have to be ad-

dressed in order for Webcoin to gain traction. The fashion in which

webpages to be crawled are selected can also be improved upon,

as more popular webpages should be crawled and indexed more
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frequently than less popular ones. It’s likely possible to improve

the indices Webcoin produces by utilizing Webcoin’s blockchain to

reach a consensus regarding the popularity of domains and web-

pages, which would affect the frequency at which they are crawled.

IP Addresses. Webcoin uses IP addresses to direct miners on

different crawl paths. While miners can use multiple IP addresses,

and they may have some level of control over their IP address, each

address would direct the miner to crawl a different path, and a

miner would require a bandwidth of roughly 1Mbps per IP address,

which does not easily aggregate by the same orders of magnitude.

Thus, the use of IP addresses does not jeopardize Webcoin’s secu-

rity. However, We believe Webcoin would benefit from avoiding

any reference to miners’ IP addresses in the mining process alto-

gether, as they make miners susceptible to DDoS, spoofing, and

BGP hijacking attacks. In addition, the usage of IP addresses allows

for only a single miner behind each NAT, which is a significant

limitation. We are actively exploring changes to the mining process

which would remove this dependency on miners’ IP addresses.

Additional Networking Tasks. Webcoin’s goal is to incen-

tivize miners to performWeb crawling and indexing to democratize

the Web search market. As such, its attributes were chosen to al-

low even miners with limited capacity to perform these tasks, and

to minimize the load on miners and servers. However, Bitcoin’s

incentive mechanism can be similarly utilized for a wide range

of networking tasks. For example, miners can be incentivized to

measure latencies and routing paths towards a changing subset

of miners, where each miner requests for signed proofs from the

miners he’s targeting, and the “winner” miner must present these

proofs in order for its block to be considered valid. Combining

traceroute and reverse-traceroute, and utilizing a concept similar to

collectors for entities interested in such measurements, e.g., CDNs,
VPNs, and ISPs, can provide additional accuracy and reliability.

Diverging from Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work. While we have

made every attempt to keep Webcoin as close to Bitcoin as possi-

ble, the need to prevent Webcoin’s Proof-of-Work from affecting

a miner’s success rate had forced us to make adjustments. While

some adjustments, e.g., miners’ quiescent mining competition, have

equivalences in the Proof-of-Stake domain, others, such as deter-

mining the “winner” miner based on arbitrary attributes of multiple

past blocks, are unique to Webcoin. Most notably, while the cor-

rectness of Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work is not time-sensitive, the cor-

rectness of Webcoin’s Proof-of-Work is temporal due to the Web’s

ever-changing nature. As such, Webcoin’s consensus requires wit-

nessing blocks as they come, which is a substantial divergence

from Bitcoin’s design. It is worth noting that Webcoin still requires

the majority of mining power to alter the blockchain, however it

appears that introducing “check-points” as in PoS, where the state

of the blockchain is finalized periodically, will improve Webcoin’s

security and robustness.

Additional Network Load. As Webcoin miners crawl the Web

and report their indices to collectors, they increase the load on

the servers hosting said webpages, and on the networks which

connect them. This load is similar to the load of every other search

engine’s crawler, centralized or decentralized, and we thus consider

such load reasonable, similarly to the legitimacy of an additional

search engine. We acknowledge the need for additional real-world

measurements at a larger scale to assess how the size of theWebcoin

network affects the load on hosting servers, and possibly to optimize

the parameters of the index statistical validation accordingly.

Economical Incentives. Webcoin’s economic model follows

the footsteps of other single-purpose blockchain-based ecosystems;

the value of Webcoins is derived both from its usage and from its

exchange rate [31, 49, 56, 59]. As the importance of online privacy

and the drawbacks of ad-based revenue models become apparent

in mainstream media [8, 15], the use of Webcoins can appeal to

many who value their privacy. Incorporating “hot wallets” in Web

browsers, similarly to Google’s recent patent [41], can seamlessly

make micro-payments to online services in Webcoins, which in

turn increases their demand, increases their price, and incentivizes

Webcoin miners. Users can thus attain Webcoins through mining

or exchange, and search engines and similar online services can

offer their services either under the existing ad-based model, or as

seamless “almost free” service.

More radical and complex models, where online services can

sign long-term contract with miners to buy Webcoins at a discount,

and sell these Webcoin to users, allowing both miners and services

to profit, or forgoing user payments altogether and require users

to provide a cryptographic proof of holding some amount of We-

bcoins instead, which similarly increases Webcoin’s demand, are

also possible. While we have designed Webcoin as a system in and

by itself, it might be expanded to other networking tasks to create

a more robust ecosystem of online services.

9 CONCLUSIONS
We presented the first primitive to use Bitcoin’s incentive model

to crowdsource complex networking tasks, which are difficult to

perform or estimate, and through that, to disrupt key online in-

dustries, such as Web search, cloud services, CDNs, and ISPs. We

presented Webcoin, a novel distributed digital currency which can

only be mined through Web indexing, and which provides both the

means and incentives for open large-scale Web mining. While Web-

coin provides the same security guarantees as Bitcoin, it is the first

primitive to use networking resources rather than computational.

This transition had introduced numerous challenges with respect

to feasibility, scale, and security, which we addressed.

We showed that a Bitcoin-size Webcoin network, which requires

its miners to index 1000 webpages in every block cycle, creates

Google-scale indices within approximately three days. We further

showed that parties interested in Web indices can download them

from all Webcoin miners, using a consumer-grade bandwidth. Web-

coin ensures the index quality via statistical index verification that

minimizes the Webcoin network’s validation traffic. Webcoin not

only removes the catastrophic energy footprint associated with Bit-

coin, but incentivizes miners to conduct useful work, thus opening

novel sustainable crowdsourcing avenues.

We conclude by emphasizing that Webcoin does not disrupt the

Web search industry by itself. Rather, it provides the key prerequi-

site for such disruption to occur: an open access to a high-quality

global Web index for all to study, experiment, and use.
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